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WHAT THEY TELL ME AT HORSE SCHOOL
Don't never stop running.

This poem, a group effort of the second graders of East
Elementary School in Paragould, demonstrates the way young
people can make discoveries in language--and living--when they
have the chance to play with words. In spite of the
grammatical "error" (and perhaps, in part, because of it),
there is as much of poetry in these two lines as one is apt to
find in two lines of student writing anywhere. The staff of
Arkansas Poetry-in-the-Schools take seriously the advice of the
poet Paul Valery to "initiate other minds into a universe of
language that is not the common system for exchanging signs for
acts or ideas."
To that end, we have visited, this year, 45 Arkansas public
schools--10,000 school children--and more than 150 classroom
teachers, whose often difficult task of introducing young
people to poetry we hope we have made easier. Each two-day
visit included readings and discussions of poems and poetic
devices and workshop sessions in which students tried their
hands at poems of their own. In addition, the staff have
tried to take advantage of the opportunity to exchange, with
classroom teachers, ideas about the teaching of poetry and
information about resources, both literary and instructional.
Our intention has never been to turn students into poets,
as if we had some magic to do so. We hope, instead, that our
visits have helped students become better readers of poems and
better users of language and have introduced them to different
and refreshing ways of perceiving the world. We have not been
disappointed. The best of their perceptions fill the seventy
pages following.
We would like to express our sincere thanks to the following
individuals, whose special help has turned our work to pleasure1
Ms. Janice Meggers of the Arkansas Arts Council; Dr. Don
Ousterhout, Director of Research and Sponsored Programs,
University of Arkansas, and his assistant Dr. Jane Treat; Mr.
David Paul of Research Accounting, University of Arkansas;
Dr. Ben Kimpel and Dr. Leo VanScyoc of the English Department;
and Rhonda Benish, also of the English Department, for her
ability to turn a gray day sunny.
JT
Fayetteville, June 1980
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Arkansas Poetry-in-the-Schools Project
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ATKINS HIGH SCHOOL
RULES FOR DRINKING DARKNESS
Pour it into your cup of night.
Do not exceed the capacity.
Drink up slowly.
Serve only with death.
--Kathy McClendon
Hate sounds like a baby crying in a blender.
--Karen Powers
HATE
It long, big mouth
moves like jello across the floor
it eyes red lights in the night.
--Liz Buchanan

DRY TEARS
I
I
I
I

see
see
see
see

the barn burning in the rain.
the sun shining like a halo over the barn.
no more clouds in the sky.
my yard as dry as my face.
--Jeanine Smith

RULES FOR CHANGING CLASSES
1.
2.

J.
4.

Make a zig-zag line of your next class.
Push and shove
(if injured you must have insurance
because the school is not responsible)
Run as hazardly as possible,
do not walk.
The hall must be full when
tardy bell rings, empty when
it stops. Lying in the hall
trampled is prohibited.
--Shelia Cunningham

Hate is like an empty suitcase.
--George Barber
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AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL

UNTITLED
I sit at a rounded desk
very much like the rounded desk
I sat at 10 years ago.
I work very much like I worked
10 years ago--every day--same thing.
I am a worker. I was a student.
I have accomplished and all
that I have achieved
will soon be left behind.
I once was a circle.
I am now a line.
--Anon.

Fear --

sounds like a bomb that does not go off
--Tony Richardson

UNTITLED
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love

tastes like worn out shoes
smells like a clothes hamper
looks like a chicken coop
sounds like a flushing commode
feels like the crumbs in the bed.
--Anon.

School desk -- cockpit to education
--Anon.
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BATESVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

BEHIND MY EYELIDS
It was dark, and cold
This place I visited.
There was no noise
to hear.
Colors floated around
like knowing not where
to go.
--Karen Huff

DEPRESSION
On a cold, gray, rainy day the girl sat
eating toasted turnip sandwiches
Dropping crumbs on the okra-green sheets
branded "H"
And thinking of the desolate igloos in my mind.
--Michele Holland

ME, MYSELF AND I

Me sits beside a small
stump on a spring day.
Listening to the bluebirds
a tree away.
Myself lies in a field
of tall grain.
Watching clouds float
by
I rides a bay palimino
along a brook.
Feeling the mist brush
her face.
--Karen Huff

SQUIRREL
The gun fired
The Squirrel fell from the tree
It lay there lifeless
Blood all around it
Forgive me
But you tasted so good
So crisp
So hot.
--Randy Whiteaker
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BENTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
THE FAIR
Herds of people gathered in a
corral
They run here and there like
scared animals
Huge wheels roar high in
the air
Colored clouds on white sticks
laughter
crying
screams
voices
Night approaches and the
bright lights send flames
into darkness.
--Kerri Rash
UNTITLED
They slammed the lid on meo
Buried me near the earthworms
Before I left. I was tied with ropes
Thrown to lions with muzzles.
One
Her
The
Who

person's eyes were gone.
fingers clasped a hanky.
sun shone bright on a face
stayed for just a minute.

My body's gone forever, but I shall soon return.
The memory of me is like a wingless bird
Falling from its nest.
--Gail Gray
HAIKU

The black and brown desk
Holding creativity
Up off of the floor.
--Galen McCarty

Untitled
Poetry is the death of
a blank sheet of paper
and the cleansing of
your mind.
--Galen McCarty
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THE SCRIM

DOOR

A wooden floor
surrounded by long dingy black
drapes
wooden frames
with muslin stretched tight.
Here I live
inhaling hair spray
my eyes caked heavy.
Blinding lights
illuminate the room.
I sit.
I wait,
until the right moment.
I move
with a different body.
I speak.
The voice is not my own
sounding like an Enlishwoman
with her best years gone.
There's a gun
under my pillow.
I take it,
holding it at arm's length.
He can't see me
looking through the crack
in the door.
My palms sweating
with anticipation.
An explosion and sparks,
he is dead.
A sigh of relief.
It is over.
He stands,
takes my hand.
He is no longer
the intruder.
--Laurie Williams

MEMORIES
HANGING IN THE CLOSET
My prom, the peach satin dress
and the stain of punch on
the skirt.
My first date, the pant suit with
a rip over the shoulder and
mud stain around the hem
of the pants.
My wedding, the white lace dress
and veil with the stains
of champagne.
My husband, a black pin stripe
suit with the shoulder
hanging limply from
the hanger the last of the
trousers crumpled on
the floor.
My husband's funeral, the black
lace dress with rain stains
more darkly around
the shoulders than the hem.
My life.
--Cindy Adams
THE POETRY ORGAN
Some lines are black.
These lines may be flat or sharp.
Some lines are white.
These lines are not flat or
sharp.
These lines are just right.
Both of these lines together
May sound good.
It makes a sound.
This sound is music.
This music is in a box.
The black and white lines
are on the box.
A music box.
--Lisa Kaiser
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BOOKER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--LITTLE ROCK

I

Swam through the ocean without getting wet
walked through hell and didn't even sweat,
Walked the water, tied the wind, made the trees bow
like men.
--Ricky

UNTITLED
I'm riding my bike
with my eyes closed,
the sun is beating down
on my shoulders.
I don't care that there are
rocks in front of me.
I don't care if people laugh
at me and say
"Look at her, she has her eyes closed,
she might crash!"
I don't care because my mind
has its own eyes to see my way.
I can enjoy my life without
a shadow covering my sun.
--Stacy Blackburn

THE STARS
I found thousands of big lights
Bigger than me
Those huge lights
are just little twinkles in the sky
high above
That little thing •••
Those little things
--Brad Lee
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I KNOW
I know why the bird flies through
the sky.
I know the lamp post on the lonely
corner by the house.
I know why the guitar string vibrates
when strummed with the fingers.
--Hank Bates

DREAMS

I dreamed that my friend was
hanged by the neck until dead
I dreamed I screamed and
yelled "Daddy"
I dreamed daddy cut her
down and she had turned into
a plastic doll
I dreamed that after we
looked at her he threw her
away
I felt so sorry for my friend
I dreamed my other friend
laughed at me
I dreamed I killed my
other friend for laughing
--Paula Bradford

UNTITLED
I know that the old man is dying

I
I
I
I
I

know
know
know
know
know

that the cat had her kittens
that when I die I am not going to heaven
that old woman who had a heart attack
the man who had it
when the sun rises in the morning
--Edward Dickerson
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BRYANT HIGH SCHOOL RESOURCE CENTER
CATFISHING
I.

II.

III.

The Kill
Caught on a trout line
Stick a knife through his skull.
My grandfather took a hammer
and hit one on the head.
You can blow him right through the air.
Reach inside with needlenose pliers
and grab 'em by the gizzard
rip it out.
Best Days
On Friday, early mornings
When your mother gets you up to get ready
for school, you sneak out back,
into the shed to get your favorite
catfish pole.
Then without getting caught,
You go to the best place-The government stock pond
or you wear tennis shoes
and walk down the middle of the river.
While You're Waiting for a Bite
You grab a beer out of the ice chest
or watch girls going swimming
with no clothes on across the way.
Maybe set up your pole and go to sleep
Get dad to ignore his pole and you
take his catch, call it your own.
--Group Poem

THE DATE
Do you know what a date's like?
First thing, he's late.
You have to start
the conversation.
He just drives.
You have to wrestle him down
and kiss him.
He says, "What was that for?"
--Robyn Patterson
WISDOM FROM FRANK
One man • s kink
is another man's key.
--Frank Day
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YO-YO, THE LADY TRUCKER
She's got long, brown hair,
about 5'8",
got hands like a gorilla,
mean as a junkyard dog.
She can drive like any man.
She was named Yo-Yo
by her father because
he gave her a handle
and she bounced up and down
on the air rise seats.
She had a waterbed in the sleeper
that held 1,500 gallons.
She did a lot
She was an Asphalt Princess.
--Roy Joslin
Jackie Clark
SOME OF THE DARKEST THINGS
Royal blue thread.
A darkroom.
A drive-in movie.
Mystery.
Leon punching me in the mouth.
An overdose.
An empty pocket,
A lot of school work.
Someone•s mad eyes.
--Group Poem
THE PARTS STORE
It's boring sitting behind the counter
waiting for customers to come in.
Last winter, we built a snowman
And gave him a NAPA cap
to put on his ice head.
It's boring to get ready for the day.
We have to put parts up and go ·
through the receipts.
Often we play frisbee, throw darts
shoot BB guns.
The snowman melted; we gave
the cap away.
--Todd Burns
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LOVE POEM
Children coming out of their mothers .
The look of contentment in her eyes .
A cold glass of coke ,
so sweet
but it can burn a hole clear
through you.
It makes sharon go blind .
It makes you hear radio waves,
a whistling .
It can smell like cedar burning
It can work like a well-oiled machine .
--No-Go Group Poem
HOW NOT TO WRITE A POEM
Keep quiet
Move out of the room
hide , don' t daydream
tear up the paper
eat it
swallow it , go to the bathroom
tear pens up
don ' t invite the poets
get arthritis
stop believing
think of sleep .
--Group Poem
I FEEL MOST UGLY
When
When
When
When
When
When
When
When

the phone rings at 4 a .m.
I wake up in the morning .
I just get home after a 2 keg beer party .
I look in the mirror.
I ride my motorcycle down the road.
I ' m at basketball practice ; when I'm sweaty.
I ' ve said something that ' s hurt someone ' s feelings .
the lab techni cian hits the bone .
--Group Poem

MOUSTACHE :
A broom for steak .
--Anon.
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BUTTERFIELD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--FAYETTEVILLE

I WISH
I wish I was the sun
so I could threaten to
go out until the world
straightened up.
--Christy Cowan

SINGING
The children are singing
their mouths open like sleepy fish
our teacher conducting the class
waving her arms like a rhyme in water
The girls sing high
our ears ring for sweetness
Listeners stand dazzling amazement
--Jim Koehn

INSIDE OF A. • •
Inside of the soul of a shoe
there are many people running
for their life.
--Lisa Knowles

I SAW
I saw some salted peanuts in a bowl
Then the next thing I knew my mouth was dry
--Candy Cain
PENCIL
Inside of a pencil
is writer's cramp.
--Randy Green
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ONE SPRING DAY
one spring day
there was two boys flying kites
one boy's kite fly away
then he started to cry
But the other little boy gave his kite
to the little boyo
The flowers were out.
They smelled so good .
--Donnie

THE FEEL POEM
As I sat in the cold chilly house
I felt the earth rotate like
a huge yo-yo. Then I ran like
a cloud rolling down a hill .
Then I flew into the heavens
and cried. Now at midnight you
can feel me grabbing at your
emotions.
--Dallas Bowerman

PURPLE FROGS
I wish I could see
the purple frog
I dreamed about
last night
I wish I could see
it flying
Round and round
the yard .
Then take me to
a far-off land
where all purple
frogs live ,
Where I could be
crowned Queen of
Purple Frogs to
live and live and live .
--Kristi Davenport
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CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL--LITTLE ROCK

NIGHTMARE
There was the dark-haired guy
I loved but I didn't:
the only chain with the real world
just within my grasp.
I kept him in a hollow
tree where the sand
buried him & buried him
as he slowly shrank with death.
I popped his head off
& put it in my left cheek
as a remembrance
of my act of jealousy.
When the lady dressed in white
asked if she might check the knot in my cheek,
I ran crying to the mounds
of broken building & dirt.
I pulled the bulge
with the long hair
out & hurled it, hoping it
would remain where it landed.
After an eternity
the balded man on the yellow machine
stopped for lunch.
As he bit into his sandwich,
he heard a squeak:
the squish of brains beneath gnashing teeth.
--Leslie Mears
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THREE WAYS OF LOOKING AT A DOORKNOB
1.

A room full of people
1s due to a doorknob.

2.

An inside and an outside
is due to a doorknob .

J.

Things are kept in
and things are kept out .
A cell membrane is like a doorknob.
- -Sonya Coleman

UNTITLED
I used to be the kind of girl
(this may come as some surprise)
Who fell in love with every guy
Who passed before her eyes .
Thinking every prince
Would my eternal partner be ,
Wondering why not even one
Could be the one for me .
But now I have found the one who is ,
Who has what all I lack .
"He ' s mine ! He ' s mine ! He ' s mine ! " says the sea ,
And I will not throw him back .
Anon .

TODAY
Yesterday , we were china
dolls in a littl e cabinet ,
playing in Mommy ' s
make - up & weari ng her
heels ; spilling Chanel
No . 5 & giving spectacular
haircuts .
But now we have grown
into the people we have
always wanted to be . And
we still , on occasion , spill
Chanel & give absolutely
spectacular haircuts .
Anon .
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CLOVERDALE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--LITTLE ROCK
ENVY
Envy is when your worst enemy is
sitting in a bathtub filled with gold
And you lack an inch being able to
reach out and get some for yourself.
--Roger Davenport

UNTITLED
When I was born the doctor
said sorry dad it's a girl. He
picked me up by the leg and tapped
me on the rear. I said hey doc what
your problem hitting a girl down there.
--Anon.

UNTITLED
Green is like
a fish in the
brook that
daddy caught
with a hook
and mommy
fried him in
a pan, baby
ate him like
a man.

YELLOW
Yellow is like a sandy beach
or the blazing sun on a clear
day, most of all yellow reminds
me of the blonde girl that
lives down the street;

--Anon.

--Anon.
A SHARK

I am big and swim around in the
ocean. I eat men and fish alike.
I am considered teethy.
--Anon.
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COLLEGE HILL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--TEXARKANA

A DAYDREAM
I can hear the birds singing
like music from a jewelry box,
the wind blowing like an air conditioner
of fresh air.
The sky is blue as the walls
in my room.
I can see myself
in the green grass,
just lying there listening
to the birds,
looking at the slate sky.
The smell of the pine tree
and the touch of the soft green grass.
--Chiquita Lewis

UNTITLED
I was pacing up and down the stairs
in ragged shoes.
I picked up some paper and overheard a voice say,
"I'm feeling sad."
I sat in the corner and watched two
dogs eat.
There was a smell of sardines
and I felt the paper like potatoes
in my hands while I just sat there.
--Lisa Jackson

UNTITLED
I could see people passing notes
like old coons trying
to get in the top of a tree
and see people peck
my nose like a bull dozer
dying in the desert.
--George Edwards
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CROSSETT HIGH SCHOOL
ONLY A RING?
I hope your gold banded blue stoned ring,
that denied Shakespeare's time only by
the Class of 80 inscribed on it,
that fitted my finger with the help
of a Dr. Scholl's corn pad and first aid tape
Did not represent our love,
since when I threw it at you last night
I missed and it hit the window
of your old blue Chevy truck
upsetting the smoothness
of both the window and the blue stone.
--Roxanne Ross

UNTITLED
Broken echoes of a shattered laughter
Bounce off the blank walls of the crypt.
Their pieces dance in the dusk •••
Until they find an abode.
Their home is made on the ancient surface
of the November-grey granite.
The stone is cold from all the past
tears that have been wept above it.
Cold, from reaping the wet-eyed skies'
endless tears.
It sinks into the earth's dark,
dank womb in search of warmth,
As the day slides into the night •••
A shimmering silver sky dancer
appears to relieve the bloody sun •••
And somewhere, in an undetermined distance
crickets send up their pleas for rain.
One lone figure silhouettes the lonely shadows-The gardener? His hands are soiled
from fresh red clay as he begins the operation •••
From the earth's womb is born
a time-riddled urn,
Minus a broken laugh .
Jane Watson
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DANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

PARTY
I am filthy rich, and it's my party
The strange magician is
Showing how to freak out.
The things that's going to
happen, you won't want to miss.
How about flying to the moon?
We can go on a hayride down
Wall Street.
We can order a Mercedes
in downtown Scruff.
Let's go streaking through
the Metropolitan Museum .
If you really want to do carzy
things, come with me.
Cause I'm filthy rich, and
It's my party.
I'll do anything and everything
I want.
--Becky Mcinturf

FIDDLES
In the room I see a boy with a knife ,
A big man,
and his little wife.
The boy whittles .
The man stares .
The wife is fixing fiddles.
--Eric Beam
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DARDANELLE UPPER MIDDLE SCHOOL

RULES FOR EATING AN ICE CREAM CONE
First you pick a kind of ice cream
You do not like. Then you eat it slowly
So that it will melt all over you.
Wait until it's nice and sticky
And put your hands on someone
You love.
--Karen Harris

THE SEA
The sea is a deep aquatic blue-green
While just below the wavy surface lies the colorful coral reef.
The dingy white gull flies low.
--Trevor Bowman

HOW YOU CAN TELL YOU'RE IN DARDANELLE
A dead dog beside the road
A mall they haven't started
The sky is blue
--Derek Woods

RULES FOR SLEEPING UNDER A CAR
listen to the dogs bark
watch the grass grow
watch the people walk on the sidewalk
listen for the car to start
--Derek Woods
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DUMAS HIGH SCHOOL
UNTITLED
He walks to the cabinet
everyday at this time
and gets a glass full
of ice then he pours
the tea walks to the
table and sits down
then he starts his
long process of
putting sugar in
and mixing it up
It seems as though
he would stir forever
unless I tell him to
stop.
--Anon.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
In the middle of Dumas in the middle of Main Street
My mother was born.
In the middle of a ditch
My father was born.
At the foot of my mother I was born
On a rainy night in October.
My father a rice farmer.
My mother a house wife.
I wanted to be a cowboy and ride on the range
But now there is no range.
When I was little
I fell out of my father 8 s new bass boat
But now I can swim .
I've had a couple of wrecks
Some bad tickets
And a marvelous new truck.
Now I've got a cop living across
The street who gives me a warning
From time to time .
--Cecil
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EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--PARAGOULD
FOURTH-GRADE MONSTER
Head that's flat like an elephant ear.
Two coconut eyes, orange-colored.
Mouth with inner-tube lips.
Banana eye brows.
Ten-foot legs with 16 feet, purple.
Body like a meatball.
Earthworms for hair.
Battery brain powers lightbulb nose,
charged up by sticking his finger in his ear,
which is a sponge.
His tongue is made out of soap.
Cheeks made out of wagon wheels.
Umbrella arms help him fly.
--Group Poem

GETTING THE MESSAGE
Use a pink telephone.
Put in a dime.
When it reaches the spot,
it's a telegraph.
He likes you.
So you call him
and he changes into a spaceship
and flies away.
I never saw him again.
--Linda Whitworth

GETTING INTO THINGS
I was a gun,
then I turned into my father's son,
then I changed into a fire that is burning,
then I changed into a purple fish.
--Robbie Mullins
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THE PROBLEMS OF BEING ME
My head always flops around
every time I drink something.
Yuck!
Monkeys are always eating my eyebrows
and I hate the color orange.
And I hate putting my fingers in my ears-it hurts my ears.
And every Sunday I hate shining my shoes.
I hate asking the storekeeper
for worm hairwash.
--Don Bradley

WHAT THEY TELL ME AT HORSE SCHOOL
Don't never stop running.
--2nd-Grade Group Poem

MONSTER DREAM
In my dream
I saw somebody eating my eyes.
I heard my ears cracking,
smelled my dirty feet.
I tasted my heart.
I touched somebody filling my
rump with garbage.
I felt my arms in an ocean.
--Tara Johnson

2J
FORDYCE MIDDLE SCHOOL
DELOIS
Delois is my sister.
She smells like sweet honesty
and she looks like a queen.
She feels like a soft couch. Her mouth
tastes sweet as ice cream in the morning.
She can hear better than an old person.
--Willie Ruth Watkins
DUCK WHO SMOKED A CIGAR
I was fishing a small
lake and saw a duck
who was smoking a
cigar I dropped in for a
closer look the duck saw
me and he dropped the
cigar in the small pond.
He said are you going
to kill me I said if I
did you might kill me
so you will have your revenge
so the score would be
even
something to remember
never kill a duck that
smoked a cigar
--Anon.

THE DAILY INSIDE FREEWAY
Monday ••• I am a dead
bird with my headlights
shut and then mom wakes
me up I say putt-putt-putt-putt.
I go 90 miles a minute
just to get to school
putt-putt-putt-putt run
over everyone and knock
down everyone's books.
They look at me and say
"RoadHog" not knowing I am
a bird.
--Stacey Pooney

UNTITLED
I saw a man
who had a pouch,
I told him that
he should share it,
he said o.k. and
gave me a plug
of Levi Garrett
--Kevin Kaeton
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FORDYCE HIGH SCHOOL
UNTITLED
In the early spring
I grew up from the earth
I watched the clock
for the time.
The winter came and
somehow the clock stopped
I started withering
slowly to the ground
The greenish color
once in me had
slowly turned to gray
then yellow. I withered
to the ground and waited
only a few days to die.
--Tracy Stephens

A VALENTINE
You are like a rock to me.
you never say hello
The only thing you've ever said
to me was maybe bye, or a small sigh.
And yet I still like you though you
never do.
--Jay Knickerbocker

RANDY
You
You
You
And

are sweet like candy
are sexy as a red rose
mean more to me than Corn Flakes
you know how I feel about those.
--Lisa G. Stewart
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HARRISON HIGH SCHOOL
STEW OF MY DESPAIR
What shall we put into it?
tear sauce
golden fried sorrow
baked mourning
On what shall we cook it?
horse eyes
cowboys' gunshot
the top of a tower
What do you think it will taste like?
the smell of sweet flowers
the taste of a beer burp
the bottom of a swamp
What in the world shall we eat it with?
the root of a dead cedar tree
the stinger in a bumble bee
the gear shift in a truck
--Dorinda Tigg

DEAR ANN

Dear Ann,
My husband is absolutely impossible to live
with. Every week he smashes a new hole in the ceiling
when he flies out of here. I can't even use the
bathroom in privacy. He's always staring through the
walls with that x-ray vision. We could be right in the
middle of a conversation and if he heard a "Hark" down
the street he would fly out of here. When we're
walking down the street, he's always trying to undress
in every phone booth he sees. He won't even keep a
steady job. He's been fired from every newspaper
because he's never around to cover the big story. I
think he's having an affair. What should I do?
Divorce him or hide those silly tights of his?
Sincerely,
Clark Kent's Wife
Dear Wife,
Your guess is as good as mine.
this world,
--Phillip Grigsby

He sounds out of
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UNTITLED
I see the grey-moistened hills rolling away in
the rain.
I see the old mama cat, skinny, going to her last
litter of kittens.
I see the barn's roof is still leaking and the fence
around the chicken pen gapes open.
I see the flat tire on that lonely tractor.
I see water dripping from the clothesline to the
shaggy yard.
Now I can paint the living room blue.
--Thelma Brisco

UNTITLED
I will forget all the people in this
world that hate me.
I will forget about all the schools I
have been to, even the one I graduate
in.
I will forget how the weather
changes.
I will forget most of the teachers
I have had.
I will forget my childhood.
I will forget the time because
I will not need it any more.
--Nancy Smith
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HOLMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--STUTTGART
UNTITLED
I went to sleep in a classroom
Then I noticed I was the classroom
A teacher put things on me.
Then I was the teacher.
The teacher got a
paddle.
And I was the paddle,
And got someone beat,
Then I was the someone
and I said OOHII!
I got to be myself.
--Blaine
UNTITLED
Wild is a cat
That prowls at night,
Now in a valley,
Now on a height.
It claws at the clouds,
Till it fingers their silk.
It laps up the dawn
Like a saucer of milk.
Then, chasing the stars
To the top of the firs,
Curls down for a nap
And purrs and purrs.

UNTITLED
There is a beautiful stream
With fish swimming in rings.
As I sit down,
I listen to the rapids pound.
As the eagle soars with a sword,
In the halls of hollows
I see big shadows.
My spirits are high.
I think I'm going to cry
Because I don't want to die.

--Linda Martin

--Ben Northcutt

L.E.R.
I fell asleep in a pencil
When I woke up, I
Noticed I was the pencil.
Then I was so surprised,
I called an ambulance.
Then I noticed I was the ambulance.
I was so surprised, I
went to call my mother,
Then I noticed I was my mother.
The next morning I went to school,
Then I noticed I was the schoolo
I was so surprised I asked the teacher
To give me homework,
I became homework!
--Nancy Trice
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JACKSONVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--NORTH
PARANOIA
You know when the door
opens and nobody is there .
It's a 100 degrees and you're
freezing .
You're cutting the grass and it inhales you .
You get in the car and fling
you're in the shower
You wind your clock and find
your arms broken.
You cut an orange and it ' s your
sister.
--Anon .
UNTITLED
My car has locked me in . It blowing poison threw the air vents.
The seatbelts are squeezing me to deaf . The motor is come
through the floor to get me .
-- Jack Lemmer

FEAR
Your car tell you don ' t get i n . The str eet suck in your shoe .
The dog fix breakfast . Your sock wal k away.
--Kevi n Nelson

UNTITLED
When I'm trying to go to sleep , my cl ock is staring at me ,
the air is walking noisly down the hall, the door is opening
to let a burglar in, all of the pictures in my room are laughi ng ,
and the bathrobe is dressing up l ike a masked man .
--Lisa Strobbe
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McDERMOTT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--LITTLE ROCK
CREATURE IN THE CLOSET
He
He
He
He

fills up the closet
has black and brown fur
has claws as big as my feet
eats clothes, shoes, rats,
and air fresheners
He scares me for fun
He suffocated when I closed the door.
--2nd-Grade Group Poem
UNTITLED
Tornado light is dark and cloudy
rain comes down
two dogs bark and growl
--Chris

UNTITLED
A yo-yo is like a sun on a string.
--Berenda
UNTITLED
A tornado is like water going down the drain
or maybe it is like a lot of lies
with curls at the end
--Michael Korenblat
UNTITLED
If I were a plane
I would fly so high
that no one could get me
from the great quiet sky.
--Grant
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UNTITLED
If I was a tigr
I would make a lots of no1se.
And I would eat meat.
And I would get away.
And I would go everyware.
And I would have a lots of fun.
And everyone would be afraid of me.
And I would be lonely.
--Anon.
UNTITLED
I had a pet door.
I kept him in a stove.
He ate whales.
He was green and blue.
He lived one time.
He died from blood.
--Teresa
UNTITLED
If I were a soccer ball
I would get a big kick out of it.
--Alan Christ
UNTITLED
If I were an eagle
I would eat fish.
If I were a fish
I would eat worms.
If I were a worm
I would eat dirt.
--Derrick
UNTITLED
Michael is a blue and white bird flying
all night
--Aneesah
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MALVERN HIGH SCHOOL
BURNING THE TRASH
is my job since
my dad hauls it
to the dumpo
I separate cans from
other pieces of my life .
Someday, maybe I ' ll go
to the dump and see what
other people waste
in their heated red
trash barrels .
--Natasha Cranford

BOYFRIENDS
They all mean well but never
quite do well
We girls hear every cliche and
"line" in the book
"You would if you loved me " they all
seem to say
They only want one thing to brag
to the guys
Only one thing matters to any of
those males
I wonder how well they would
do without us
I wonder just how l ong they
would last
- - Anon .

THE CHAIR
The Chair menaces me ,
Its legs stretch when I sit down
my feet don' t reach the floor
It becomes thinner and makes
me look fat
The bolts in its back wrap up ln
my hair
It hates me , when I lean over
to pick up my pencil it tips over ,
To get my revenge I ' ll never go on
a diet .
- - Terri Chennault
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UNTITLED
I dreamed the news came out
The world was going to war.
I dreamed the leaders sided up
On either side of a field.
I dreamed they issued out their bombs
And flung them to and fro.
I dreamed the grass began to blacken.
Thunder rolled through the hills.
I dreamed the ocean started to boil
And monsters swam up from the depths.
I dreamed the clouds turned bloody-red,
And the moon began to crumble.
I dreamed the cities melted down
Into pools of steaming slag.
I dreamed the world was a blackened cinder
Where is the Phoenix now?
--Bill Froehlich
DAY DREAMING IN CHURCH
I dreamed that on that big day
I would trip and fall down the aisle.
I dreamed that I was going down
the highway in the passing lane and
ran out of gas.
I dreamed that Jimmy Carter was
the anti-christ.
I dreamed what my dog would say
if he could talk.
I dreamed that for once my car was
fixed.
I dreamed that I got the job I
wanted.
I dreamed that I had a nice day for
once.
--Anon.
UNTITLED
I dreamed
I dreamed of algebra symbols taking over the world
I dreamed of purple caterpillars climbing
my bedpost
I dreamed of algebra teachers corning to live with
me.
I dreamed of winning a whole new closet
full of clothes on The Price Is Right.
I dreamed of becoming the county judge
and fixing all the potholes on the county
roads.
I dreamed of falling into one of
those enormous potholes never to
be found again
--Renee Swafford

JJ

MOUNTAIN HOME JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

LAKES OF THE WORLD
Lock Ness is forest green as a lost wilderness
Norfolk sounds like cranes in the reeds.
Erie feels like slimey worms slowly crawling in my hands.
Superior is a great round universe out in the lonely space
of time.
If Great Slave could talk it would say, "Freedom
and Liberty."
Lock Ness is a lost wilderness
--Debbie Bansemer
UNTITLED
Vanity eats caviar
and drinks till there is no more.
With her blonde , sleek hair
and face aglow,
on her long silver evening gown
there is a diamond pin .
High and mighty her eight inch
heels float her around the room .
When all her friends leave ,
she retires to the mirror .
- - Jenny Neathery
DES MOINES
Corn settled there
and dreamed of growing .
During the spring,
ears fell off the stalks .
The vil lagers made bread and feed .
And prayed for the feast .
Instead the peas came .
-- Julia Franke

J4

THESE LAKES I KNOW
Great Bear is brown as dirt.
Lake Okeechobee sounds like cereal.
Great Slave feels like iron in my hands.
Lake Placid is an octogon.
If Lake Tomahawk could talk,
it would say, "Stay out of my water."
Lake Baykal is my overseas friend.
--Chris Applegate
PENCIL SHARPENER
Crunch, crunch, crunch
Eating all day long.
My arm lS double jointed .
I sing an unpleasant song.
--Jackie K.

THE THEATER
You see people running
for their lives with planes
running into mountains and famous
wars being refought .
There is the stranger hiding
behind your back ready to stab you
when the minute is right
with subjects varying from
the center of the earth to
the corners of the universe and
everything in between.
--Ronald Kalke
CASTLEBAR
Sea shells settled there
and dreamed of green ocean.
During their first foggy spring ,
dew fell out of the sky .
The villagers made paper flowers
and sandy towers , and prayed
for wind. Instead stillness came .
--Peggy Haviland
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MOUNTAIN HOME HIGH SCHOOL
SILENT THINGS
A single bubble from the ocean
A cold crack in the wall
The dead inside of a desk drawer
The trees at night
The eyes of a cat
Pieces of metal,
a driven nail
The warmth of a pocket
The lost pages of a book
--Steve Tipton
UNTITLED
I dreamed of chairs made of lights
In a dark room during most nights
Even though it looked very peaceful
But once seated you could not get up
I saw a figure like old Abe in the corner
Somehow he looked like a mourner
--Scott Gibson
UNTITLED
Rome smells like cinnamon in summer
It is golden as fall leaves
It tastes like golden ripe apples
Rome is a long evening dress laced in silver
Rome is love
--Lari Larson
UNTITLED
Germany smells like beer and bread
It is brown
It tastes like sausage
Germany is wool pants
Germany is anger
--Rhonda Schuh
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NASHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
THE CONGREGATION
A mass coma covers the saints ,
The sermon ends, the final song reaches verse four .
The coma lifts, the students leave wondering what
they learned .
--Tommy Jacques
UNTITLED
As she left, it
was as if a day in December
came in June .
--Nathaniel Benson
THE ROOM
An old lady rocks in her chair
knitting in rhythm,
a steady business in the air .
A picture sits on a small table ,
a man with an aging smile
his back straight and stiff .
A small stove warms the room
days must be long in there
and she sits and rocks .
-- Beverly McCann

UNTITLED
On Sundays everyone makes sure others see them at church ,
The last hymn is always sung quicker than the rest,
The Methodists got to Joda's first l ast week .
--David Boden
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OLE MAIN HIGH SCHOOL- -NORTH LITTLE ROCK
MOVIES OF THE MIND:
I'm on top of the sun
wondering what will
happen to me next,
wondering if I'll fall
in the center of that
red hot flame, or
the gravity will take me
on to another galaxy
another world.
Probably another sun .
I don't know, I'll ride
on a Star Venus, might be
go on to Pluto and don't
even come back, have wings ,
or a rocket, and fly, fly
away forever, forever !

I see my boyfriend
I see him chasing me
Around the room
And starts tickling
Me and then he
Kisses me and then
My mom and Dad
Walk in.
--Christie Fortner

--Evelyn Dahdoch
PEOPLE SEE ME:
Friends see humor in me
Mom sees a disaster in me
Daddy sees a little girl in me
My boyfriend sees good looks in me
My priest sees the devil in me
My teacher sees ignorance in me
My sister sees a hero in me
--Evelyn Dahdoch

My mother sees a baby girl in me
My big brother sees a little loveable crying
sister in me
My father doesn't see me at all
My stepfather sees me
as a housemaid
--Jo Ann Crawley
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APOLOGIES (ala Williams) :
Dear Mom,
Sorry I hung up the phone on you
But I loved hearing it click you off
- - Marty McGinnis
Dear Dad,
I ' m sorry I didn ' t come home
but I loved to ride around
to feel the wind blowing in
and music blaring loud .
- - Renee Helton
ME & MY FRIENDS (ala Brooks) :
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We

are tall
play bal l
smoke junk
can dunk
can win
get g i n
would lose
get booed
go home
get broke bones
- - Victor Lee

CURSES :
May your girlfriend call you some other guy ' s name .
--Jimmy Beasley
May you drink all your tea before you see the fly in it .
--Chip Cline
May your teacher love homework .
- - Dwayne Dobbins
May you burp when you kiss your date .
--Glendel M.
May you study your heart out for the wrong major test .
--Melinda Park
May your Chevy truck get repossessed when you onl y have
one more payment left .
- - Bobbie Shumate
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PARKER'S CHAPEL HIGH SCHOOL--EL DORADO
UNTITLED
The open barn door has a broken hinge,
I look inside.
I see dirt and dust .
I smell the gray hay and old manure.
Rats and mice move near an empty feed bucket
There's a rusty double bit ax
In the corner of a stall.
The wind is blowing.
I hear boards rubbing.
Rodent shredded feed sacks
Scattered on the floor of the barn.
I grab the old ax.
Swing violently at a rat .
Missed it.
I think of her.
Failed again.
--Andy Cameron
UNTITLED
The barn is very old. The pond is very shallow. There is no
room for life in the pond. We plan to keep on and take care
of the animals for you. It won ' t be the same without you .
In the hayloft there isn't a lot of room for us anymore because
you are gone, but life goes on. We planned it that way.
--Sandra Pickering
UNTITLED
The TV is playing very loud; sounds
like a guy screaming,
The gun cabinet and all the guns look like a police
force.
The hands on the clock are counting down
my remaining days.
The couch looks like a coffin.
Somebody has just sprayed air freshener.
The room smells like a funeral home .
Every little sound that I hear, I think someone ' s
after me.
--Mark Wilson
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UNTITLED
She
She
The
The

walks by the old barn .
shivers in the brisk breeze .
trees are bare .
gnarled branches look like claws
reaching down to grab her .
Blackness stares out from the
broken barn windows .
She hears the door open rustily .
The barn is cold .
An owl flies by and barel y misses
her head .
She hears the wind moan in
the rafters .
She smells dust .
Smells wet leather .
She feels the grit of the floor
under her shoes .
She sees the old manger
the green hay .
She climbs up the hayloft ladder ,
Looks up and waits for him
to return.
--Anna Palculict
THE BARN
She looks at the shattered barn
Winter makes the planks split
Opening the barn door a splinter
pricks her finger
She looks at the floor
She sees a rat run to the corner
To an old wheat sack
She walks inside and looks around
Sees an old wheel barrow wi th no wheels
and rusted
She tries to look out the dusty window
Turns around and sees the l adder to the loft
She inspects it
Finds the boards loose
Finds a hammer
Finds some rusted nails
Moves toward the ladder
--Venita Nash
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PEA RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL

FARMING JOB
I live here where land is torn up never
knowing what will happen
one day to the next maybe
setting on a tractor bouncing
and grinding like a dozer sounds, a
rough chain saw, or maybe picking up rocks like
a machine that repeats itself over
and over.
--Joe Bray

THE SPRING
It was a warm day
as I walked down on
the grass as it crushed
below my feet it felt like pillows.
As I walked farther I saw
water rushing down over the hill
as it ran down into a pool I could
see the fish move
beneath the surface.
--Rita Price

SUNDAY MORNING
We are as busy as trees carrying water,
Getting dressed and eating breakfast.
We go outside and see the fog, go to
church and sing songs. I see all the
pretty girls standing in the corners of the
church like a group of trees swaying
in the wind, I hear the sermon which sounds like
a closed door and we get out and go
home through the crowd of cars.
--David Boutwell
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COON HUNT
We are in a hollow by a spring,
sitting on a tailgate of a truck,
chewing our tobacco,
spitting into the fire, listening,
then the dogs wake up a coon,
and we're off like a deer that has
been spooked.
--Alan Fletcher

POEM
The room is cold, everyone is in line with
lined paper and sharpened pencils. Bells
ring and we come, bells ring and we
go. We are very well trained, but
soon, very soon, we will be listening to
bigger bells in colder rooms.
--Jan F.

THE KING
The king sits upon his pure
white horse.
Shield and mail ashining
He rode into the heart of
battle, sword unsheathing. The
pure white horse he lunged and
neighed. The king's own sword like
a fire brand tore through the hearts
of men. Win the battle was the king's
cry. To victory lads, I'll make a stand
or die among my friends.
The battle was won, the enemy gone.
The king he lied still as death
The white horse by his side.
Sword still gripped.
--Ernest Bertschy
Pea Ridge Junior High

PLEASANT VIEW HIGH SCHOOL--OZARK

UNTITLED
Behind the shop
was a broken
rusted lawn
mower that
shines in
the moon
by a broke
window

i;v t, /f 50 "'

--Dale
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THE SHIP
The ship goes over the waves .
The sky-grey.
The men are doing their jobs.
Even the captain is quiet today.
--Kathy Clark

UNTITLED
I am going on a dusty old broken train.
I look outside the window
as we pass a cornfield.
I see two men picking corn by hand.
The train has a smell like rotten potatoes
and people lie about exhausted .
As I look about me
I see a spider making a web .
I look for the fly
that the spider waits for.
--Anon.
UNTITLED
Suddenly
dead had opened him
as he lay there
oh so quiet
in his grey dusty suit.
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CAT
as the cat
sneaks across
the room its
looking at
the fish bowl
still looking
it climbs up
the bar to
the top then
it looks into
the bowl
then sticks
its paw in
there grabbing
at them
then he gets
one and starts
licking it
then all of
a sudden
CHOMP!
and he ate
it and then
another
and another
then mom
came home
and just as
the cat
started to
eat the last
one mom
came in
and hit it
off with
the broom handle.
--Jon Wagner

UNTITLED
The houses are haunted
by doors.
None are alike, colored with
blue streaks
or white or purple .
Some are just plain black .
People are not going to dream
of doors of the future
or the past.
Only here and there
doors with a glimpse of death .
The gates of Hell .
--B. Nixon

UNTITLED
Near the trashcans
lies an old
bottle cap
when the sun
reflects on it
it reminds me
of a valuable
coin
glittering in the
sun
--Anon.
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PIGGOTT MIDDLE SCHOOL
WORRY
Sometimes it's like a spider spinning
a web
Or a rabbit hopping around in a bunny
heaven.
A teacher might feel like he is surrounded
by a bunch of headaches.
It might feel like a fish in the sea
When the lights go out you cuddle up to
someone like a shoe string in a knot
But you are always afraid of something
--Paul Stow
GIRLS
Girls are like boiling water.
Just laying around,
and bubbling their mouths off.
Sometimes they bubble much
too loud,
and often get turned off to cool.
--Troy Jenkins
UNTITLED
A pond in a park
all things are doubled
tall building hang
and wrinkle gentle
a rag wags like a
fish hook a cloud
moves like wind
blowing grass
on a cool spring
day
--Denisa Poole
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SPRING
Spring is like getting seconds at supper
Like the beginning of the beginning.
Spring is like a lamp being turned on,
Like retying your shoes after they become loose.
Spring is like the replanting of a petrified forest.
--Jerry Randol
DEATH
Death looks like a stale mildewing piece
of bread. Death tastes like a big rotten
worm infested apple. Death smells like thick
black smoke from a jet plane exhaust.
Death feels like a sudden sweep of fear. You
cannot hear death it is silent and quick
happening.
--Randy Hinkle

FOOTBALL
I have felt the wind flying over
my silver shoulder, and been
able to stop a growl.
--Dwayne Foster

MY FAMILY
My little brother looks like a
car just totalled in a wreck.
My mom smells like a big hamburger
My dad's voice is like a loud speaker
I can see, smell and hear my
family.
I've tried all of these things.
But not even if my senses work
so hard they rumble like volcanoes
I can't.
--Darrell Burns
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PITstop SCHOOL--FAYETTEVILLE
Last October
when I was sober
I saw a man
yes a man or could it
be he had no head
but still
he had to be a man or at least
half a man.
He rode a horse
beside me
and pulled out
his blade and said
"I want your head."
I ran and ran until my father
woke me up.
He said "I am
the man without a head,"
and he threw
his head at the ground.
His head turned into a horse.
He jumped on it and shot me
with his gun, but I felt no pain.
It wasn't a gun.
It was a sword.
He cut my head off, and I saw
my body fall to the ground.
But then my head was his,
and I was him.
I woke up screaming.
Ran to the mirror
and saw my head was still on
the right body.
--Mickey Thomas
MY CAR

From chrome flashes off the bumper and grill
emerged the wrath and the fury of Hell
in blue. It had an evil and wicked spell
shooting from all sides that seemed
to make all people want to be in ito
And remember no one returns from Hell.
--Simon Henderson
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WHAT IF I CAME UP MISSING
What if I came up missing
My mom would say, "Where is baby?"
My dad would say, "If he don't get back
here I'll kill him."
My sister would say, "He finally listened to me."
My aunt would say, "As much as he pesters me,
I miss the dope head."
My dog would say, "If he don't get back here,
I'll starve to death."
--Bob Easley

UNTITLED
May the ground you
walk on turn to thin ice.
--Grace Brooks
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ROGERS HIGH SCHOOL

UNTITLED
I didn't kill him. He killed himself.
He always was a ferris wheel.
Round and Round and Round he'd go
and couldn't stop the whole ordeal.
--Amy Casar

UNTITLED
Fear is flourescent green.
It tastes like an aspirin that
did not quite go down.
It smells like a wet dog.

--J. Summer
SURVIVAL
Grab a fish by its fins and
bang it on the rocks.
--Anon.

UNTITLED
If my mind were sensitive to light,
I'd have eternal photographs.
--Anon.

UNTITLED
If I had a mouth on my foot
I would speak to those beneath the

earth~

--Anon.

UNTITLED
If I had J eyes I could see the J faces of everyone.
--Laura Smith
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RAMAY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--FAYETTEVILLE
SELF-DESCRIPTIONS:
We are mean
We are wise
We don't hear
Each other's cries.

We like girls
With all their curls
When they jump
Our hearts thump

--Barry Ingethorn

--Scott Westberg

APOLOGY:
I hit my little sister
She thinks she's so smart
It felt so good
Especially my part.
--Tammy Perry

RIDDLE POEMS1
It stands on three legs
People beat on its teeth
But it always smiles.
--Doug Caughman

It looks like a meditator
without a head, trunk or arms.
But its eaten.
--Tonya Weaver
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RAMSEY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--FORT SMITH

THE RADIO
The little box sits on the shelf.
When it's off, it's by itself.
But when it's cranked,
it can be rank.
When it's loud
you get a crowd.
But when it's low
you can dance real slow.
--Craig Fowler

WHY?

Why should little boys be running, jumping, playing army?
Be lying, bleeding, dying, ten years later.
--Jim Tucker

PIANO
It stands alone.
It makes no sound.
Alone, it can do nothing.
The instrument seems silent,
and useless, and dull.
It's lifeless without help,
until somebody plays it
with a caring touch.
To some the music
means so much.
The music that spreads
to lift the earth·.
--Annette Strauser
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RISON HIGH SCHOOL
UNTITLED
When the time
comes to hold
My head up high

SUNDAY MORNING BLUES

My hair always
flops

I got the Sunday morning Blues

My bags under my

I got the Sunday morning Blues

eyes drop

My stockings has runs in them

My lipstick smears

and I haven't any new shoes

My skirt tears
My slip shows all

I don't know how the preacher

this while

expects me to pay my dues

But all I can do

I guess I'll give up

is smile.

I'm sure to lose
--Carla

--Suzie

NIGHTMARE
I come like a fog in the night
With no sound
Filling your night with Horror
Making you feel like a fish out of
water. Your skin is a tire innertube
going with my every command
I am Mr Nightmare
--Lagail Releford
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SILOAM SPRINGS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
POEM
I am walking
through the woods,
being a turkey,
watching the strange things
of the world,
the big trees look like
arrows stuck in the ground,
the grass looks like
a green man hunting
me, so I run forever.
--Ronnie Gainer
I GIVE UP MY SCHOOL LUNCH
I give up my turkey that looks like
sliced lungs
I give up my hamburger that looks
like a cow chip
I give up my peanut-butter sandwich that looks like
mud in between bread
I give up my sloppy joe that looks like
an opened up leg, in an operation
I give up my mashed potatoes that look like
a gob of dandruff, and taste
like ground up cardboard.
--Renee Altherton
POEM
My nose is like a two-way
subway tunnel with trees
growing up through it.
--Ronnie Gainer
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SILOAM SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
CIRCUS
The people go out to the tent
People are standing around
Clowns are all crying
People are beginning to cry too
The white horse standing on the woman's back
The lion cracks the whip at the man,
so he jumps on a barrel
The people are starting to leave
They all look like they are pleased.
--Dolly Fletcher

SOMEONE PUTS A CAULIFLOWER TOGETHER
A freshly cut cow brain sits silently
on a dinner platter
A barren mountain top covered with snow
starts to freeze
A frozen cow chip starts to sprout
green grass
A strangled sunflower finally dies
A soldier's frostbitten face has turned
a funny color
The plant bears an odd flower
--Rick Thurstenson

(A KOAN)
If squares were round
what would we do with circles?
--Anon.
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UNTITLED
Have you ever stared at a blank
piece of paper and imagined?
It's a picture of a ghost, talking
to a ghost, eating ice cream.
Or
a snow storm in Alaska
Or
two cows eating grass in a pasture,
but the grass was gone so they left,
and nothing else was there.
Have you ever stared at a blank
piece of paper and imagined?
--Kim Brooks
DOWN THE HATCH
It's greasy and slimey,
and smells quite grimey,
I put it in my mouth and bite down hard
even though I'd rather eat a can of lard.
The smell is disgusting,
my insides are rusting
I swallow and shiver
Oh, God! How I hate liver.
--Cindy Smith
SOMEBODY PUTS A PARSNIP TOGETHER
1. The comet came from the sky
2. The worm rises from the ground
J. The snake comes from its basket
4. The cone is empty, the ice cream is gone
5. The giant wad of spit heads for the floor
6.- The drop of water drops from the faucet
--James Coffin

#4
I wrote three poems
This is my fourth;
I'm all poeticated out.
--David W. Keigley
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SOUTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--PARAGOULD

FEAR
Fear comes from your insides
It looks like an ice cream cone being dropped
It makes you want to hide under your covers
Fear sounds like a snake hissing
It smells like an old woman's house on a
cold winter evening, Fear wears dark
colored clothes so you can't see it at night
Its best friend is hate.
--Kris Swindle

THE SNUCKERWICK
I have a monster·.· It looks like my cousin Elmer and that
is very bad. He lives in my tennis ball. Every night he
eats me up and spits me out on my bed like mashed potatoes.
I go squish on the bed. And he finishes his meal with my
tennis racket. He makes a gurgling sound when he's done.
--Blake Edwards

DEATH BITES LIKE SHARKS
It sounds like red shark screams
It puts on a black red jacket,
A pair of old torn socks,
A bloody shirt.
Its best friend is horror, bloody death.
--Debbie Allen
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NIGHT
Night comes from day,
Night looks like day crawled into the shadows,
It scares the nightwatchmen on their jobs,
The name of its sound is bloodcurdling quietness,
It wears a shabby black suit of air and fog,
Its best friend is the owls and bats that make it
what it is.
--Stan Mitchell

THE ARTIST
I'm an artist. The work I do is
art. Today I did a flower and some grass,
and some trees, and some clouds and
also the sun·.- I sent it to my
grandmother in Texas. She loved it
and on the back I wrote a letter
too. This is what it said: Dear grandmothers
and then I said I love you,
and then I told her about my job,
and then I told her about my
husband, and also my kids, Their
names area Cindi, Steve, Jacky,
Tommy, Tammie, and Andy. That's
5. That's how many I want when I
grow up. And 2 years later she wrote
back.
--Jackie Bryant

GUILT
Guilt comes from your own conscience.
Guilt looks like a teacher from Texas
in red pants.
Guilt holds you in its hands.
It screams like a tornado and
its color is fire red.
Guilt wears a dark rim hat.
Guilt's best friend is happiness in a jar.
--Michael Potter
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SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL
BALLOONS

&

BEES

I
I
I
I

dreamed balloons floating away forever
dreamed the balloons got caught on the moon
dreamed the moon floated away with the balloons
dreamed the moon fell from the balloons
fell upon the ground and cracked like an egg
Only to be surrounded by mother chickens
wondering if it was their egg.
I dreamed puffs of smoke coming from flowers
and carrying bees away with them
I dreamed the smoke puffs with bees collided
with the balloons
There was no more, it all disappeared.
--Lora Adams

I DREAMED
I dreamed I was in a circus
The horses had hats on
The monkeys had diapers
I dreamed I was on the trapeze, imagine that
I dreamed I missed the swing
I fell down, so far down
Something caught me and wrapped itself around me
The net tried to swallow me, imagine that
The
The
The
The

oxes with large horns were chasing me
clowns turned against me
elephant tried to step on me
lion grabbed me between his inch-long teeth-imagine that

The lion was chewing me to pieces
I dreamed I got loose and ran
A large bird reached down and tried to bite me
I lay down and said, "What's the use"--imagine that
I dreamed I gave up-- surrendered to the animals
There was no place to go--no place to hide
I lay there and the animals laughed
Then my mother calls time to get up--imagine that
--Anon.
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HUMANS, I JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND
Every day I wait for my
master to come home,
just so he can rub my
head with his strong
hands.
I have a feeling he won't
play with me today.
I don't know what made
me dig the tomato garden
up again.
I guess my animal nature.
Tradition, that's why I
did it.
Well, tradition or no
tradition he'll come
walking through the
house,
glare at me through the
patio glass door,
slowly opening the door
he'll grab me by the
collar and drag me
across the lawn,
pushing my nose into
the tomato patch.
"Oh God," I'll think to
myself, "Please don't
let him hit me with
the newspaper."
But he will.
He has for three springs
in a row.
Then after I whimper a
little he'll say in a
soft tone, "You're a good
puppy."
Trying to make me love
him again, he'll play
with me.
Humans, I just don't
understand.·
--Rhonda Smithee

THE LIFE OF A JACKASS
A Jackass why do people
refer to me as that
All I am is a small
pony with big ears
It really doesn't bother
me all that much
Just think for a second
If I was born with small
ears
I would be a small
pony
But since I have long
ears I'm called a Jackass
A Jackass I guess I'll be
and I wouldn't change
if I could.
--Mike Samuels
UNTITLED
The wind blows from I know not where,
Brushing the branches in the morning
air.
I watch the leaves balance on each
branch,
I wait for the wind to make the
leaves unlatch.
I know they'll fall softly to the
ground,
Making not a sound.
They'll lie in deepening quiet
I know,
Till they lie in the deepest quiet
of snowa
--David Carpenter
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SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL--FORT SMITH
PARANOIA
Late at night
my shoes talk
to each other.
I know they're talking
about me.
--Beth Rhodes

RUN LITTLE BOY, RUN
Run little boy, run.
Don't go messin' with the ole
woman' s mind.
Rotten apples permeate the air,
grass lifts its nose
toward the sun.
Run little boy, run~
Preacher man stands in the
general store,
Preaching damnation and
gettin• apples free~
Run--run·.
--Jodee Jones
POEM
Yogurt is
in the
Jellyfish
in the
Pantyhose
in the

the jellyfish
ocean of lifeo
are the pantyhose
drawer of my bedroom.
are the stars
night sky .
--K. Giuffre
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WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--FAYETTEVILLE
BUNCH OF RADISHES
red-haired people get together
a rose
a thousand beachballs
a forest fire
retarded bullets
a bug zoo
put a face on them and
you've got tadpoles
a flying star
a whole bunch of people
holding their breath
--Mrs. Nordan's 2nd Grade
CAULIFLOUR
This toad has too many warts.
The bumpiest magnolia blossom.
It snowed last night on the mountain.
An aerial view of the "Mushroom Planet."
Macy's Department Store in New York City.
The beach is awfully crowded today.
--Christine LeBlanc
PARSNIP
an icicle
a rotten tooth
a dead carrot
long fingernail of a monster
pinocchio's nose
a hat for a white dwarf
wind going around and around
a tornado running with a parrot
in its hand
--Mrs. Seaton's 1st Grade
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CARROTS
A carrot is a finger pointing at you,
Or maybe a frozen tail of an animal
It may smell like sasafras
Or maybe a very small crutch
It might be a unicorn's horn
Or maybe a wierd looking sword
But it's actually only one thing.
--William Marsh

CORN
a
a
a
a

straight sun
half of a rainbow
subway
toothbrush for a carwash/a yellow comb

a typewriter you can eat
a round ruler
little chunks of gold
--Mrs. Cathcart's 1st Grade

ME AND OTHER THINGS
Birds can
Birds can
Birds are
And so am
Babies
Babies
Babies
And so

sing,
fly,
pretty,
I.

are
can
can
can

small,
crawl,
cry,
I.

Food can grow,
Food is hot,
Food is pie,
And I am not.
--Elizabeth Ezell

WEST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--OSCEOLA

I SAW ME BRUSHING MY TEETH
I was just an ugly girl
with toothpaste
in my mouth.
--Anon.

AT THE TOP OF MY VOICE
When I stamp
the ground thunders.
When I shout
the world rings.
When I sing
the air wonders
how do I do such things.
--Lisa

THE NIGHT WILL EVER STAY
The night will ever stay
The night will still go by
Though with millions of stars
You pin it to the sky
--Lisa

A POEM
Daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy

daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy
daddy

here I am
with the ham
don't you see
it's mother and me
take me home
take me alone
take me to the store
take me on the porch
here I come
--Sharon Short
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WEST FORK HIGH SCHOOL
QUAIL HUNTING WITH MY DOG
I have a dog, a Britanny Spaniel
whose tail is short but straight.
His name is Bo.
Out in a field with grass knee-high.
He points and looks like a statue.
We flush the birds, and they take off with a
special noise. We shoot towards the
sky and one or two fall back to the ground.
And before I can reload he is back with
a bird. To kill off a few, means
more next year.
--Randy Baker
RENO
The colorful flashing lights
The sound of ringing bells
People laughing People crying
The smell of whiskey sour.
--Dan Bowen
HOW TO MANAGE
Sitting here in my desk
I dream of the future.
What do I want to be?
A commercial pilot bringing
People from place to place?
A business man having
A conference?
A farmer plowing the
Garden?
Or just a just husband
That has a job at a
Place working for someone
At a low wage wondering
How to manage.
--Matthew Stephens

THE COMPARISON
She wiggles through the
door with her mini skirt
on,
Her hair smelling of sasafras
from a PH balanced pond,
She flirts with the boys
and walks with her hips,
Bending over slightly giving
the guys whistle fits,
But another shuffles
in clutching her coat,
Skirts to the floor and
blouse to her nose.
She avoids the boys and
cries when they stare,
not one whistles, not one
cares.
I walk through the halls
and wiggles is there
crying in the corner for a
lost affair
I walk on farther and
shuffles is there
smiling, almost pretty,
at the simple spring in
the air.
--Kim Whitaker
UNTITLED
I wish
I was a little boy again
Looking
For shells on a beach
Because
when shells break
it doesn't matter
--Todd Bachman
MR. SNAKE

Mr. Snake you smell like a
rotten fish.
You feel like a worm in my
hand
Mr. Snake I am always on
your back
Mr. Snake I don't like you
one bit.

--MA1i1=l!=l!=l Moora
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UNTITLED
Floating through the sky so weightlessly
as it lands upon a limb,
the sound of gunshot rings through
the air
the sight of it falling so heavily.
--Dan Bowen
THE HARDEST JOB TO DO IN A CHICKEN HOUSE
Killing the chickens
you grab them by the feet
and hit their screaming
little heads against
a steel beam
The blood spurts up to your face
it tastes sour.
Their heads roll on the ground
The other chickens attack it
eat the eyes and the loose feathers
they too get sick and you have to
kill them as well
again you hit their screaming yellow
heads against the beam
and again blood is all over you,
After a while
the blood starts to taste better.
--Todd Ulm
UNTITLED
Not being able to write
feels like an F
It feels like being alone in a crowd
with others around you scribbling away
and you not knowing where to start.
--Steven L. Jones

WESTWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--SPRINGDALE
WORDS ON PAPER
Words on paper is like
dirt on a car.
Words on paper is as
empty as a cardboard box
in a trash dump.
Words on paper is like a
dictionary.
Words on paper is like
thinking of a tricky play in
football.
--Kelly Nesbitt
INVENTION OF SCHOOL
Someone invented school,
Boy was he some fool.
His brain was probably
as big as a bull.
Probably very dull.
What if it's a girl.
As skinny as a squirrel.
A stupid invention.
I must mention.
--Thomas May
THE END OF SCHOOL
It tastes like green seedless grapes
when I bite into it. It smells
like roses after the rain. It sounds
like water running over rocks.
You hear birds chirping.
--Karrie Rogers
UNTITLED
a horse is running in a
meadow. he likes it.
but another horse doesn't.
what should he do.
--Thayla Painte
1st Grade
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WATERS
Wet and cold.
Always good when you're
Thirsty.
Everybody likes.
Rain falling down
Streams flooding the ground
--Melissa Waters
LONLINESS
An old sea captain living in a old lighthouse
Watching the ships go by.
Living alone in empty apartment
Condemned to be torn down.
Time ticking away to the moment
when you must move away.
Lonliness is any time a poet
rights his thoughts.
--Bobby Buysse

UNTITLED
Horse in the Barn Galloping
--Stephen McMillan
1st Grade
THE END OF SCHOOL
When I bite into the end of
school, It tastes like sour ice cream
--Samantha Bowers

WOODLAND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL--FAYETTEVILLE

HEART DOCTOR
A heart doctor's hands
would be like two watches ticking.
His hands would feel like velvet.
His hands would smell like alcohol.
His hands would taste clean.
His hands would sound like a well pumping blood.
And in his nightstand you would
find a pacemaker •
•

--Rhonda Terry

THE BLACK ERASER
In my schoolroom there is an eraser.
It just sits there like a black snake
after it ate. But when the teacher
picks it up it becomes a bulldozer
pushing words away.
--David Turpin

UNTITLED
When my grandmother died,
everyone was in a frenzy
trying to get things done,
people I had never seen
or heard of, coming in
my house giving their
condolences and baked
things for us to eat.
I enjoyed the excitement
around my house, but
I didn't realize I'd
never see
my grandmother cooking
Sunday lunch for us
in her kitchen. And
after lunch, sitting
in her rocking chair
chubby and smiling
and always coaxing
me to share her
chair, again.
--Deanna Dunn
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MY FIRST SQUIRREL HUNT
We woke up that night and got dressed.
I looked out the window to see the secrets
we all miss at night.
I ate and waited for my friend to get up.
I left.
Cold.
Then warm, then light.
We went through mud and gumbo,
and there he was sitting on a limb, temporarily.
--Charles Young
UNTITLED
Inside a forger's drawer
you'd find a real dollar bill.
--Neil Shipley
WINDFALLS
They lie in the cool dampness
under a canopy of leaves.
The grass hides them in the darkness
and conceals them from wasps.
The field hands crawl under
the trees to retrieve them.
The wet grass clings and wasps sting.
A miserable job for all.
Two boxesa one for the good ones,
one for the ones not recognizable.
More like applesauce or vinegar
or cool mud on the stream bank.
--James Barton

